Abstract-The goal of our work is to limit inter-cell interference in two hops cooperative communication systems. We propose to exploit the standard half-duplex limitation of relays so as to coordinate in time and frequency the resource allocation of a cluster of neighbor cells, and then to adapt resource allocation to changes in the communication context. Simulation results show how our proposed allocation modes permit to outperform classical modes in terms of cooperation effectiveness, power consumption and perceived Quality of Service (QoS).
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, wireless networks target to improve capacity, extend coverage and limit energy wastage while meeting QoS constraints. With the growing number of users and the coexistence of different standards, available frequency resources become more and more scarce to ensure optimal orthogonal resource allocation between each transmission in the network. Radio frequency resources are shared, causing often prejudicial intra-and inter-cell interference.
Several methods have been investigated to cope with the interference issue. First, interference can be fought by efficiently allocating frequency and time resources to concurrent network agents. Full time and frequency orthogonal allocations consent to avoid inter-and intra-cell interference. However, such techniques impose stringent constraints on resource allocation algorithms. A more flexible approach is Frequency Reuse which basically consists in reallocating part of frequency resources in adjacent spatial locations [1] . The reuse of frequency resources can be either static or dynamic, with different resource assignments between cell-edge and cellcenter users [1] [2] . Second, signal processing can help in coping with interference. Literature differentiates Interference Avoidance approaches (e.g. Dirty Paper Coding -DPC), from Interference Cancelation approaches (e.g. Successive Interference Cancelation -SIC). With DPC techniques, interference is pre-subtracted from intended message at the transmitter, which is assumed to have knowledge on it. Interference perceived at reception will then be cancelled out at reception [3] . With SIC techniques the receiver firstly decodes the strongest interfering signal, treating all other signals as noise, and then subtracts it. Iteratively, the process restarts with the second strongest interfering signal, and so forth until the wished message is decoded [3] . Additionally, several researchers proposed solutions based on Interference Alignment [4] [5] . Each system disposes of a limited amount of degrees of freedom. Some of them are 'sacrificed' to align interfering signals on them; the other degrees of freedom are eventually interference-free. Interference issue in a system can be settled by channel aware mechanisms, e.g. Power Control, Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) [6] . Game theory, convex optimization and graph coloring are powerful and well-suited concepts [7] [8]: inter-cell interference is integrated into a utility function to optimize, taking into account local constraints; a well-known technique for Power Control is Water-Filling [9] . A more simple approach assigns either full or null power (On-Off Power Allocation) [10] .
In this paper we focus on two hops cooperative based communications. Spatial diversity, coverage and transmission reliability can be enhanced by judicious cooperative techniques. Communications with relays may be particularly beneficial for cell-edge users, experiencing important path-loss attenuation and suffering from strong inter-cell interference. On the contrary, from a single link viewpoint, the addition of relays is not always the best solution: noise is amplified with AF strategy, whereas erroneous decoding is possible with DF [6] . Besides, from a system viewpoint, cooperation introduces additional interfering sources in the system: relays overlap the same sets of resources as those of sources ever active. Cooperation in wireless networks is like a crowded cocktail party with a cacophony of conversations all around. There is a trade-off between the level of interference and beneficial effects of cooperation. The more people repeat the same information, the more likely you understand it. However, repeaters introduce additional interference, which harms message understanding. The gains brought by cooperation of one relay should outperform the degradation that its activation may cause on neighbor cells.
Common assumptions in literature are the use of half-duplex relays, i.e., relays cannot transmit and listen simultaneously. In case of OFDMA systems, relays can be half-duplex per chunk, i.e., a relay is half-duplex for a given chunk but its behavior on each chunk is independent: relays are able to listen on a chunk while they are transmitting on another. A halfduplex per chunk aware Radio Resource Management (RRM) design is proposed here. Resource allocation is coordinated in neighbor cells, so as to prevent relays from suffering from too prejudicial inter-cell interference. Interfering transmissions are aligned on resources used by relays when they are 'deaf'. The cooperative interference-benefits trade-off is furthermore taking into account with adaptive techniques.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATIONS
In this section, notations and system model adopted in the rest of the paper are introduced. The considered system is shown on Figure 1 and accounts of tri-sectorized cells of radius r cell . Our analysis is focused on three adjacent sectors. 
ij and h (k) ij , on chunk k. These coefficients represent the global gain of channels, including fading, shadowing, path loss attenuation and AWGN noise. They remain constant during at least one frame transmission. Fading follows a Rayleigh distribution with unitary expectation. Log-normal shadowing is generated using the method described in [11] . Path loss model is the one of Okumura-Hata with PL dB = L + k.log 10 
is the distance between transmitter and receiver. Transmitters are assumed to have perfect knowledge of all channel gains.
A schematic illustration of the two-hop channel model for one sector S i is given on Figure 2 . d i and r i are respectively subject to both noise (with variance σ 
III. RRM DESIGNS DESCRIPTION
In our work, time and frequency resources are assigned to neighbor sectors according to three allocation strategies: Classic 1 , Classic 2 and Advanced. For an easier explication, allocation designs are presented hereafter for only two frequency chunks (N chunks = 2). No power control is done in a sector, while a simple on-off power allocation between sectors is applied to sources and relays. Indeed, sources and relays either do not transmit, or transmit respectively at power P si and P ri . More chunks and any power control mechanisms can be combined to our examples.
Notation is the following. Each allocation pattern is labeled with three letters and an index. First letter refers to sector one (S 1 ), second to sector two (S 2 ) and third to sector three (S 3 ), while the index indicates the allocation strategy ('C1', 'C2' or 'A'). Each letter indicates either if in the i-th sector cooperation ('C') or no cooperation ('N') is planned. Indeed, 2 3 families of allocation modes are defined for each of the three strategies. 
A. Classic 1 Inter-Site Allocation Modes
With Classic 1 RRM strategy, at a given scheduling moment, one chunk is granted one sector (S 1 for instance), while the other chunk is shared by the remainder two sectors (S 2 and S 3 for instance). Hence, one sector is advantaged in term of inter-sector interference. Therefore, in our examples, S 1 is interference free, while d 2 and d 3 are interfered by transmissions occurring respectively in S 3 and S 2 . Expressions of channel capacity can be specifically derived for each allocation mode. When no sector plans cooperation (NNN C1 ), mutual information amount I i of sector S i can be expressed as:
Neighbor transmissions are synchronized: active transmitters (s i or r i ) in S 2 and S 3 simultaneously broadcast on the second chunk. If cooperation is planned in S 2 or S 3 (i.e., on the 2 nd chunk) (Fig. 3c-3f ), relay listening phase is interfered by transmission of the neighbor source. Relays ought not to cooperate if the signal they listen to is too interfered. Most illustrative Classic 1 allocation modes are shown on Figure 3 . 
Most illustrative modes are shown on Figure 4 . Channel capacity of sector S i for NNN C2 mode is derived as: 
C. Proposed Advanced Inter-Site Allocation Modes
This strategy of allocation modes is designed for half-duplex per chunk relays. Source s i transmits on a chunk the packet m k , relay r i listens to m k on this chunk while transmits the packet m k−1 on the other chunk. Transmission of one single packet always requires two time slots, but for n packets it needs (n + 1) time slots, which asymptotically tends to n. The allocation patterns which are investigated hereafter are thus reduced to one time slot (two time slots with classical strategies). When resource allocation is scheduled, one chunk is granted one source (s 1 for instance), while remainder sources (s 2 and s 3 for instance) share the other chunk. Hence, one source is advantaged in term of inter-sector interference. Assume below that s 1 is the advantaged source.
Destination d 1 is interfered on the first chunk by neighbor relays, if S 2 or S 3 plans cooperation. Destinations d 2 and d 3 are interfered on the second chunk respectively by s 3 and s 2 , and also by r 1 if S 1 plans cooperation.
When no sector plans cooperation, NNN A mode is defined as NNN C1 (Fig. 3a) . If S 1 plans cooperation, r 1 's listening phase on the first chunk is interfered by neighbor relays transmissions, only if S 2 or S 3 plans cooperation too (see Fig. 5a , 5c and 5e); on the other hand, d 1 is always interfered by s 2 and s 3 on the second chunk. The amount of mutual information in sector S 1 for CNN A mode is expressed, in case of OAF and ODF protocols [12] , as:
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s3 .f Overall transmit power per allocation mode depends on the number and nature of transmitters as well as the number of chunks used by each transmitter. Given the transmission pattern, overall transmit power is easily defined. For instance, Table I expresses these power budgets, when all sources and respectively all relays transmit with equal powers.
Resources are adaptively assigned in accordance with one of the allocation modes introduced in Section III and in the interest of the overall system. Selection of the optimal mode is based on its Global Mutual Information (GMI) value and on its power budget, where GMI stands for the sum of mutual information amount of the three sectors. In the remainder of the paper, ARAP is introduced just for S 1 ; adaptation for the global system is easily deduced from adaptation of each sector. ARAP is applied in S 1 for a given location of d 1 . GMI of all allocation modes are first averaged on various communication contexts (fading, shadowing, random mobility of d 2 and d 3 ), and then weighted by the power budget of allocation modes. The result is identified by GMI d1 . After that, ARAP selects from a subset K of modes the one maximizing GMI d1 . This optimal mode is designed by M d1 K . Subset K is chosen among {Ω clas , Ω adv , Ω all }, which are respectively subsets of all classical, all Advanced and all investigated modes.
A n step × n step grid parcels out each sector. M
d1
K is selected for all positions of d 1 on its grid. Figure 6 illustrates the algorithm steps, while simulation results are shown in Section V. In this section we show our simulation results for both proposed and classical allocation modes presented in Section III. Performance are compared in terms of GMI and power consumption. Two scenarios are considered. First scenario (see Fig. 7-8 ): d 1 's mobility is constrained to the axis (s 1 -r 1 ), while in sectors S 2 and S 3 , destinations move randomly. Second scenario (see Fig. 9a and 9b ): destination d 1 occupies alternately all positions of its grid, and for each position of this grid, destinations d 2 and d 3 are randomly mobile. Performance with both OAF and ODF cooperative protocols are evaluated. With OAF protocol, the amplification gain is defined such that transmitted signal power equals P ri ; while with ODF protocol, relays are assumed to decode their signal without error. System model and algorithm settings adopted in our numerical results are summarized in Table II. On Figures 7 (OAF) and 8 (ODF) we plot the evolution of GMI d1 with the increasing distance between s 1 and d 1 Eventually, we observe that our proposed Advanced allocation modes outperform Classic modes both in terms of power consumption and efficiency of inter-site resource allocation. We further observe how, the smaller is the number of sectors in which cooperation is activated, the higher is the GMI d1 . is placed on the white area for instance, d 1 is sufficiently remote from r 3 , so that sector S 3 could plan cooperation (NNC family) without interfering too much with d 1 . Intersector interference caused by r 3 on d 1 is then lower than enhancements of mutual information amount in sector S 3 . By symmetry, NCN family is optimal when d 1 is sufficiently apart from r 2 . Due to our assumptions on cooperative protocols, relay activation areas are larger with ODF (Fig. 9b ) than with OAF (Fig. 9a) .
Results obtained with adaptation on Ω clas (all classical modes) are not shown: NNN family is everywhere optimal (all in red). There is a single exception with ODF: a unique black circle (family CCC) close to r 1 . On the other hand, if the RRM adaptation is restricted to Ω adv (all Advanced modes), then results are exactly the same as those on Figures 9a (OAF) and 9b (ODF). Therefore, Advanced modes outperform everywhere classical modes. Indeed, optimal adaptation can be restricted to Ω adv , without degradation. This paper proposes novel efficient inter-site resource allocation modes for two hops cooperative communication systems where relays are half-duplex per chunk. We show by numerical evaluation that the advantages of the proposed solutions are twofold. First, overall power consumption is lowered. Second, by protecting relays from inter-site interference, cooperative transmissions further permit to increase the global amount of mutual information in all investigated communication scenarios. These results are benchmarked by our simulation results. In this paper we also evaluate the performance of an ideal inter-site resource allocation mechanism which jointly selects the allocation modes that maximize the global mutual information for the given instantaneous channel instance and location of users. We observe that while border cell users do not cooperate (cooperation does not help in extending site coverage), the area of the cell in which cooperation improves performance is notably extended. In this paper, we target to enlarge the areas in cells where cooperation ameliorates performance while limiting the interference caused to neighbor sites. Further work will focus on the improvement of cooperation effectiveness for cell-edge users which suffer the most from inter-site interference.
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